To: Lyndsay Eccleston

Dear Ms. Lyndsay Eccleston,

Subject: Your application for access to documents – Ref MR-2019-IN-874

We refer to your e-mail dated 05/04/2019 in which you make a request for access to documents, registered on 08/04/2019 under the above mentioned reference number.

We enclose a copy of the documents requested. The data set refers to United Kingdom and we are unable to distinguish the Northern Ireland ones.

You may reuse the documents requested for non-commercial and commercial purposes provided that the source is acknowledged, that you do not distort the original meaning or message of the documents. Please note that the ECDC does not assume liability stemming from the reuse.

With regards to your request for documents on "The best way for lay people to report infectious disease concerns"; we regret to inform you that no documents were found that would correspond to the description given in your application. Indeed, as specified in Article 2(3) of Regulation 1049/2001, the right of access as defined in that Regulation applies only to existing documents in the possession of the institution. Given that no such documents have been identified, ECDC is not in a position to handle this part of your request.

In accordance with Article 7(2) of Regulation 1049/2001, you are entitled to make a confirmatory application requesting ECDC to review this position.

Such a confirmatory application should be addressed within 15 working days upon receipt of this letter to

    ECDC
    Legal Services
    Gustav III:s Boulevard 40
    16973 Solna
    Sweden

or by email to: confirmatory.requests@ecdc.europa.eu

Yours faithfully,

Vicky Lefevre

Acting Head of Unit Surveillance and Response Support, SRS